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Hagia Sofia (532–537AD):
a study of centrality, interiority and
transcendence in architecture
Mirjana Lozanovska School of Architecture and Building, Deakin
University, Waterfront Campus, Geelong, Victoria
3217, Australia
The study by Robin Evans of the centralised churches of the Renaissance explores the idea of
centrality, and argues that architecture does not simply invest in one geometric centre.
Evans’s analysis makes detours into the histories of theology, geometry and mathematics
attempting to find how architecture participates with these fields. In a footnote, he suggests
that architecture in its singular artistic physicality ‘suspends our disbelief in the ideal’, offer-
ing a world that does not reflect culture, in all its fullness, but rather supplements culture’s
incompleteness. This idea reiterates psychoanalytic theories of Freud and Kristeva that
qualify the notion of transcendence with the psychoanalytic concept of transference. Archi-
tecture, like art, is able to resolve that which in society and in other fields remains a contra-
diction, giving a picture (albeit fictional) of a harmonious and unified order and wholeness.
In this essay, I turn to Hagia Sofia (532–537AD) in present-day Istanbul, a church that marks
the beginning of a Christian empire relocated to Constantinople, East of Rome, and built one
thousand years before the Renaissance churches discussed by Evans. Hagia Sofia is a building
that symbolises the shift towards a domed centralised form, away from a basilica form, and a
building that develops an innovative interior. Hagia Sofia is usually observed and described in
a devotional manner, as though addressing the architecture of the church is equivalent to a
pious person addressing the church itself, and more significantly, addressing the Divine
figure of God, through the architecture of the church. Its influence on Islamic mosque
design has been noted. What roˆle does Hagia Sofia play in the kind of artistic mastery that
Evans is proposing, and what other dimensions of centrality and transcendence in architec-
ture are offered by a study of Hagia Sofia?
Introduction
Descriptions of art and architecture are sometimes
accompanied by mysticism and a sense of exalta-
tion; in some of the very best examples, the critic
becomes a medium for transmitting the transcen-
dental value of the work. The Hagia Sofia, regarded
as one of the greatest buildings in the history of
Western architecture, is often approached in this
way, and its value has disseminated into general
culture, in such a way that it is as well known as
the Parthenon or the Pantheon. In addition, Hagia
Sofia influenced the design of prominent mosques
during the Ottoman period, and is held in the
highest regard beyond western art and architecture.
After its transformation and use as a mosque, Hagia
Sofia was converted into a cultural museum,
acknowledging and promoting a universal value. In
many of the descriptions of the building the focus
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is on the interior space, but when did a focus on the
interior become a manifestation of great architec-
ture and its symbolic role? This paper explores the
idea of transcendental value in architecture, and
argues that Hagia Sofia emerges as a significant
interior space within the history of architecture.1
Major studies of the Hagia Sofia, including those of
Mainstone2 and Krautheimer,3 have contributed to a
deep and scholarly knowledge of the history of the
Justinian context and the architecture of the building,
approaching this topic through measurement of
dimensions, scientific precision and Christian ritual,
to interpret the space of the building. These (and
others that develop the same method) are compre-
hensive and invaluable works and yet they illustrate
the unsettled historiography of Hagia Sofia. Main-
stone emphasises the basilica tradition in the Hagia
Sofia, while Krautheimer argues more strongly for
the centralised spatial geometry of the interior. His
interest is in howHagia Sofia introduces new architec-
tural ideas. To what extent Hagia Sofia is a centralised
church design and therefore a break from the classical
lineage of the basilica model has thus led to an
ambiguity of perception of its place in history (Fig. 1).
This essay does not attempt to resolve that ambi-
guity, nor does it challenge the methodology of
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Figure 1. Hagia Sofia, a
moment of interiority in
architecture
(photograph by Michal
Lewi).
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scientific and precise measurements and dimensions
as the platform for particular positions. Rather, given
the ambiguity that evolves from these methods, the
focus of the essay is to explore the idea of centrality
in architecture as encompassed by Hagia Sofia and
the significance of the new interiority created by
Hagia Sofia. In order to understand theoretically
the idea of centrality in architecture, this essay will
build on the work of the architectural theorist
Robin Evans, and especially his seminal text, The Pro-
jective Cast.4 Evans deploys graphic analysis of archi-
tectural sections and plans, and of approximate
geometries, to develop a theory of centrality as
this was manifest in the Renaissance churches.
This method of graphic analysis, less about precision
and measurement and more typical of architectural
design practice, will be applied here to Hagia Sofia
to explore the sense of interior space.
In this process, another enigma concerning Hagia
Sofia is encountered: it was built one millennium
prior to the Italian Renaissance churches and is of
central value to architecture, so why has it not yet
been the focus of a theoretical study such as that
of Evans? Despite the contemporary interest in spa-
tiality, interiority and surface in architecture, Hagia
Sofia has rarely been the focus of architectural
theory and critical analysis outside of the specialised
fora of Early-Christian, Late-Roman and Byzantine
art and architecture. Therefore a study of Hagia
Sofia also exposes a bias in architectural historiogra-
phy towards Renaissance churches. The clarity of the
debate about its idea of centrality is lost in other
ambiguities: west/east, ornament/structure, or
Hagia Sofia’s roˆle in influencing Islamic and/or
Renaissance architecture. These ambivalences are
evident in general non-specialised architectural his-
tories, such as Kostof’s A History of Architecture,
Watkins’s A History of Western Architecture, Fletch-
er’s A History of Architecture andMango’s Byzantine
Architecture,5 which will be discussed later in the
paper. Hagia Sofia has thus been marginalised in
the disseminated discussions of the architectural
community, and there is a lack of theoretical and
interpretive study.
The present study thus acknowledges but departs
from the scholarly works ofMainstone and Krauthei-
mer, adopting a position closer to the theoretical fra-
mework of Evans. From this more intuitive
standpoint the paper will argue that Hagia Sofia,
like later Renaissance churches, manifests an excep-
tional architecture because its design and realisation
are such as to sustain a tension between architec-
ture’s physicality and its higher ideals in geometry.
While not claiming it to be more innovative than
the Renaissance churches, the proposal here is that
innovative ideas about centrality in architecture can
be understood through the exploration of ambigu-
ities particular to Hagia Sofia, and that the study of
this building adds new dimensions to Evans’s theory.
Theory of centrality and transcendental value
in architecture
Centrality, Evans states, is a defining property that
can often go unstudied.6 The question of what is
the centre of a centralised church is elaborated
through a drawing of a plan, a section and photo-
graph; on the section are located, not one, but nine
possible centres of the church of Sant’ Eligio degli
Orefici (Raphael Sanzio, Rome, 1509). This meticu-
lous method of architectural analysis was developed
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by Evans andwhile the reader can note the skill in the
drawings, it is not like the measured documentation
of Mainstone. It can be speculated that Evans’s
observation and experience of the space does not
itself constitute a simple theory about centralised
planning, but called for a different theoretical pos-
ition on centrality. The method he developed was
through graphic and geometric analysis of architec-
tural sketch drawings, from which is elaborated a
more complex theoretical argument about centrality.
Interwovenwith this process is the idea of centrality
as an ideal form (in mathematics) and as a real form
(in architecture). Evans investigates geometry in the
field of abstract mathematics; within Christianity, its
symbols, rituals and pictorial representation; and in
the field of physics, astronomy, and astrology. These
are complex diversions which take the study beyond
architecture into other fields. In this process Evans
provides a multi-faceted picture of the times in which
the centralised church was conceived and explored.
And yet each detour takes Evans back, highlighting
architecture’s singularity and autonomous properties,
not because it avoided participation in the wider
context, but because the ideas of that context,
pursued in several fields at once, were given a particu-
lar shape inarchitecture.Evanswrites: ’Neither geome-
try, nor cosmology, nor theology could, in the event,
turn ideal forms and relations into plausible models
of reality without embarrassing contradictions’7—
thereby arguing that only in central churches was it
possible to achieve this idea of centrality. This is a
powerful conclusion and proposes a significant roˆle
for architecture in expressing the values of society.
Does this position architecture as the ‘transcen-
dental threshold’ for culture, for religion and the
pure sciences? The suggestion that architecture
and art function as ‘transcendental threshold’, in a
footnote to the main argument of Evans is elabo-
rated and developed in this essay. The psychoanaly-
tic theorist, Julia Kristeva (along with Sigmund
Freud, pioneer of psychoanalysis), has looked at
studies of art and its roˆle in society and the life of
artists. Kristeva proposes that the poetic text is
exemplary of artistic practice and is the process in
which ’the semiotic enters the symbolic.’8 Kristeva’s
concept, the semiotic, defines the primary and
primal processes associated with earliest childhood
and the most basic drives, in contrast to the sym-
bolic, which defines the world of institutionalised
society: ie, codified language, signs, law and order.
From this perspective, the artist’s process is directly
associated with the semiotic. It is potentially one
of sublimation as the artist enters a process of
addressing the repressive aspects of culture, and of
course the individual’s own repressions. The talent
and skill of the artist and his/her capacity to carry
out the creative work is paramount. Kristeva pro-
poses that artistic practice can become a transform-
ation of the unconscious as it allows for a creative
and productive emergence of the semiotic within
the structures of the symbolic field. Art is a powerful
medium for this process of sublimation.
Important in this context is Evans’s proposition that
architecture, like the other arts, does not reflect ’a
culture in all its fullness‘, but supplements ’a culture’s
incompleteness with a compensating image.’9 This is
the first of three points that constitute a possible
thesis on the transcendental value of architecture,
which can develop the theory proposed by Evans
through the matrix of psychoanalytic theory. Evans’s
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hints suggest that a theorist needs to resist the ideal-
isation that casts our retrospective image of the Hagia
Sofia, and indeed Justinian’s early Christian Empire,
as being untroubled and coherent compared to the
uncertainty and fragmentation of the modern
environment. Two ideas—one that architecture
does not passively reflect society, but has a more
potent roˆle; and the other that society was never
unified and harmonious—are critical to this position.
These buildings are not transcendental because they
are from a mythical past, but because they were
specifically able to balance the uncertainties and
the contradictions of their time and culture. The
Hagia Sofia is a great architecture not because it
reflects the wonder of the society it was built in,
but because it resolved the contradictions within
society then, as it has the potential to do now.
The second point in the thesis on transcendental
value is that architecture best achieves this through
a ‘suspension of our disbelief in the ideal.’10 The com-
plexity of this statement is restrained by its own
poetics. It appears that Evans is suggesting that
people do not believe in an ideal and perhaps know
that such an objective is an illusion; yet despite that
knowledge, society is held together by such a
fiction. Given the unsettling implications of this oppo-
sition it may be significant that art, as elaborated by
Kristeva, can offer a ‘harmonisation of the crisis’, a
relative response to what the artist may perceive as
untruths.11 Unlike ideologies (such as God, empires
or bourgeois democracies) that tempt with absolute
shelter and escape, art is a momentary suspension
of the crisis. It achieves this only through its aware-
ness of the crisis in the first place. Kristeva does not
claim that art is a form of salvation, but that artistic
practice is important in its roˆle to counteract effects
of repressive states and institutions, and for this
reason, claims that in history ’artistic revolutions are
tantamount to social revolutions.’12 The individual
artist’s process of sublimation becomes associated
with the potential transcendental value of the art or
architecture in general, where the term ‘transcenden-
tal’ does not mean a state beyond the real conditions
of society, but a state that holds in tension the ideal
and the many realities of society.
In the best of itsmanifestations, architecture is able
to suspend our disbelief in an ideal. Such an achieve-
ment is fictional, not in the sense of a lie or hegemo-
nic mechanism, but ’as a numinous diffusion of all
power’.13 Evans’s poetic footnote is thus the spring-
board to consideration of the third point concerning
the thesis on transcendental value. Is Evans referring
to the ability of the centralised churches to transcend
the representation of the social and religious hierar-
chies on which they are founded? There is a gap,
Evans argues, between architecture as a mode of
representation and what it represents. What does
this mean? Centralised geometries and the dead-
weight of materials might just as easily have
reinstated the hierarchies, so that the building is
simply an imitation of society. But it is the particular
artistry and creativity of the architecture that has
tended towards a momentary diffusion, rather than
the expression of power structures.
The emphasis here is that architecture does not
aspire towards dissolution of its materiality; it does
not want to be mathematics, physics, invisible spirit
or abstract geometry, however perfect. Its materiality
matters. Through the complexity of transcribing the
geometries of pure circles and spheres into structure,
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ornament, spatial order, interior and exterior articula-
tion, architecture operates at levels of physicality that
interweave symbolisation and pure knowledge. The
conflicting relationship between the real and the
ideal is thus held in balance in architecture through
its particular materiality.
Hagia Sofia: basilica or centralised church?
The ambiguity of the shape of Hagia Sofia—lying
somewhere between a classical basilica with longi-
tudinal axis and a centralised form—is evident in a
study of its plan and section. Krautheimer strongly
proposes that church planning during Justinian’s
period marks a turning point in architectural history:
first, due to the substitution of the traditional basilica
model for vaulted and domed centrally planned
buildings; and secondly, in the separation between
architecture in the West (which maintained the
basilica form as the predominant model for church
building) and church architecture in the East.14 The
Christian liturgy as it had developed in the Eastern
Mediterranean was best accommodated in a cen-
trally planned building because, as Krautheimer
argues, the performance of the Mass occupied the
central area (under the dome) both liturgically and
architecturally.15 From Krautheimer’s position then,
Hagia Sofia constitutes a revolutionary break away
from the lineage that defines the history of
Western architecture (Fig. 2).
In contrast, Mainstone strongly argues for the
continuity with the classical tradition and with a
Western historical development, emphasising the
basilican origins of Hagia Sofia, and the way it
retains its basilican character through the nave and
aisles elongating the central space under the
dome, suggesting Roman influences (Fig. 3).16
Mainstone’s argument is partially built on the exact-
ness of measurements and proportions (the relation-
ship of the nave to the width of the church building
is about 1:2), demonstrating that the central space is
not in fact a centralised space, but an elongated
space. Precise measurements reveal that, however,
in the architecture of Hagia Sofia the interpretation
of those measurements depends on how each
additional measurement can eventually take into
account the complex three-dimensional geometry
of the space. This essay acknowledges a contradic-
tion between the propositions of Krautheimer and
Mainstone, and uses them to gain an insight into
the overall effect of the interior space by following
the analytical precedent set by Evans to look at its
representation as a design drawing, rather than as
a documentation drawing.
The large-scale central dome, soaring some 50m
above the floor, surmounts a square and not a circu-
lar base, and as such is widely perceived as an out-
standing engineering feat. The structure of the
building requires rationality in geometry and resol-
ution in materials and construction, and yet it is
not made explicit or dominant. Rather than adopt-
ing a focus on its structural logic or tectonic order,
the observation and experience of the interior may
be guided by a unique aesthetic order whereby
the eye becomes a sensory, not an optical-logical
instrument. In attempting to illustrate this visual
impression of the interior, and the difficulties of
representing it, Mainstone selects photographs
taken mostly with a 35 mm lens rather than wide-
angle lenses, with some of his composite views
taken from single viewpoints intended as ‘a roving
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camera standing in for the roving human eye’.17 The
eye is taken on a continuous and fluid journey, a
choreography of space, light and surface, rather
than an image of visible order, structure and
bounded geometry. Structural innovation was
hence the result of other ambitions: not intended
for structural prowess, but for the creation of a
new and extraordinary space.
Related to the issue of centrality that is the focus
of this essay, interiority in architecture might also go
unstudied. Evans’s examination of Italian Renais-
sance centralised churches was largely a study of
their interiors. But where does this focus on the
interior of architecture come from?Watkin proposes
that the Pantheon stands mid-way, both chronologi-
cally and stylistically, between the Parthenon, a
building that is virtually all exterior, and the Hagia
Sofia, where the exterior is merely the inside-out
of the interior.18 Hagia Sofia reorients architecture
towards an interior that is distinct from that of the
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Figure 2. Hagia Sofia:
basilica or centralised?
(Centralised plan.)
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Pantheon, and shifts our focus from the form to the
space of architecture.
The Austrian art historian, Alois Riegl, identified
the interior as a site of immense significance,
stating that, at a crucial point, the interior makes
its appearance in architectural history and that
it does so through a centralised space (with
the Pantheon).19 However, the appearance of
windows and the interaction between the inside
and the outside that was something more than
just a central opening in the apex of the dome
was something yet to be explored. Indeed, accord-
ing to Riegl, such an innovation marks the end of
the late-Roman period.20 It is the premise of this
essay that such a threshold between the late-
Roman period and the early Middle Ages belongs
432
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Figure 2. Continued
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to the Hagia Sofia. The difference between the
Pantheon’s dome and the dome of Hagia Sofia
begins with the inclusion of fenestration, and this
is the reason why the latter has been called ‘the
dome of heaven’.
Hagia Sofia is thus an interior that symbolises a
threshold in architectural history. The following
analysis will elaborate on the circumstances of
this threshold: first, through an examination of
the principles of centrality, by translating from
Evans the graphic techniques of analysis of plan
and section; secondly, through an exploration of
the three-dimensional quality of the space,
especially in terms of the impact of the dome and
the vaulting system; and thirdly, through a study
of the internal light as a design component, and
how it construes a moment of interiority in archi-
tecture. Each of these phenomena are well
known to scholars of Byzantine architecture and
Hagia Sofia, but none are particularly studied
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Figure 3. Hagia Sofia:
basilica or centralised?
(Basilican plan.)
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outside this circle. Here the task is to elaborate each
aspect through a method used by Evans for the
study of Renaissance churches, with the objective
to include Hagia Sofia into a more contemporary
and theoretical architectural discourse. In the
same way that Evans’s theory reveals a complexity
about centrality, so this paper aims to introduce
the idea that the Renaissance churches are
only one centre, historiographically, of centralised
architecture.
Multi-dimensional centrality and a new
concept of space
A renewed focus on interiority through the architec-
ture of Hagia Sofia is specifically a focus on space,
the stuff between the walls. This notion of space
does not imply that space did not exist in architec-
ture prior to Hagia Sofia, but that the focus of the
architecture in this latter instance was on space,
rather than on form, or on the rationality of struc-
ture, or even on interior ornamentation. All these
other dimensions of architecture in Hagia Sophia
were in the service of the creation and production
of the space. Space, more readily envisaged as nega-
tive emptiness, is here rendered positive: it is an ima-
gined three-dimensional matter of varying intensity,
around which the domes, colonnades, apses and
walls are placed. These elements are subordinate
and outline the internal surface of the matter of
space; like fluid writing they circumscribe the
overall narrative of the interior. Thus space is like
ether: not merely thin air, not invisible void, it has
substance. Hagia Sofia presents a tension between
a space that is compositional like classical architec-
ture and the more primal internal space of a cave.
The former is composed of elements that construct
and order the space, punctuating its fluid character-
istic, giving it structure; the latter gives it shape not
through articulating structure, but through creating
an enclosing surface.
Furthermore, the interior of Hagia Sofia admits
not only a formal focus on space as projection of
abstract geometry but manifests an exploration of
space, or what might be called spatiality. Descrip-
tions of Hagia Sofia are infinitely attentive to its
mystery, as though the rationality of its structure
and the order of its geometry are concealed by a
veil. This veil is the order of spatiality, less studied
and subtler than the orders of form or structure.
A study of the spatiality of the Hagia Sofia takes
into account the complex result produced through
the layering of several geometries and through the
interpenetration of spatial shapes.
In the centralised Renaissance churches, Evans
identified nine central points depending on
whether geometry, experience or liturgical signifi-
cance was being considered. A comparative analysis
of Hagia Sofia (Figs 4, 5) would include the identi-
fication of even more potential points, including
the following: (1) the point on the floor under
the centre of the central dome; (2) the point on
the podium in the east apse as perceived as the
liturgical centre; (3) the point of the eyes of an
observer experiencing the central geometry. The
task therefore is to find a way to understand
the complexity and ambiguity that is identified.
In addition, the significance of other points in
Hagia Sophia only emerge in the section drawings,
as follows: (5) the point which is perceived as the
volumetric centre and which is level with the
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openings in the gallery; (6) the uppermost cornice
line that divides a horizontally composed space
(more classical in language) from a domed space;
however, such a point can also be more percepti-
ble midway up, in line with the springing point of
the half domes (7). Following on from this, there
are three points at which the theological
‘centres’ meet the architectural geometry: at the
base of the dome (8), at the centre of the dome
(9), and above the dome at the cross (10). This
analysis tests the idea of the centre in Hagia
Sofia against Evans’s study of Sant’ Eligio degli
Orefici, demonstrating that the architecture of
Hagia Sofia confirms similar complexity. In addition
to these multiple centres in the building, another
point (4) divides the space of the earthly world
from the sacred space and the architectural
centre of the apse and exedrae; and theological
centres are architecturally expressed in the apse
(11, 12).
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Figure 4. East-west
section illustrating the
possible centres of the
interior space.
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Through the presence of these multiple centres,
Evans argued, the architecture of the churches
holds together contradictions between the ideal,
abstract nature of geometry and the literal, material
nature of the structure. This is a measure of the
scope of the architecture—its capacity to transcend
the limitations of each—to exceed the limits of prag-
matic structures (in effect, rather than technology)
and to avoid the totalisation of pure geometry. It is
in this sense that architecture can act as a threshold
for transcendence.
The identification of several points in the vertical
and horizontal plane demonstrates how the centra-
lised churches of the Italian Renaissance are indeed
similar to the Hagia Sofia, and that as a conse-
quence, Hagia Sofia is architecture of harmony,
poise and unified order, rather than of confusion
or fragmentation. Hagia Sofia is designed around
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Figure 5. North-south
section towards the
apse illustrating the
possible centres of the
interior space.
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multiple centres and symmetries. That there are
several significant ones and many others, is partly
what contributes to the transcendental effect it
has on the observer.
Spatiality and ambiguity in the architecture of
Hagia Sofia
The Hagia Sofia, however, is also significantly dis-
tinct from the Renaissance churches. It holds in
balance two types of space: a space that is more
continuous; and a classical space governed by com-
positional order and the articulation of distinct
elements. Geometric overlays in plan and in
section can assist in recognising this tendency.
First, a circle and square overlaid on the longitudinal
section of Hagia Sofia inscribes an imagined and real
space underneath the church’s ground plane (Fig. 6).
This has two effects on the interior, in that it reveals
that the square and circle may be generators of a
more geometric structure in addition to a longitudi-
nal basilican shape. Importantly for a thesis on
transcendence, it also indicates the manner in
which a person may have been given a sense of
hovering in the space above the ground level,
close to the volumetric centre, as shown by the hori-
zontal line.
In addition, both longitudinal and cross sections
reveal that the domed space encompasses a signifi-
cant proportion of the interior volume, unlike the
dome of the typical Renaissance church which is
relatively taller and narrower. In the latter, more
classical, configuration the vertical axis is clearly
separate from the horizontal axis of the interior
space; in Hagia Sofia the breadth of the dome,
and the additional system of half domes, means
that the vertical axis is an order of space: one
which intersects and infiltrates the horizontal order
of what might have otherwise been simply a
basilican form. The domed upper space of the
Hagia Sofia generates a radial geometry reinforced
by diagonal exedrae and apses, so that the space
resonates from the centre outwards (Fig. 7). The
basilica plan is thus ‘rebalanced’ by a centralised
spatial projection through the specific shape and
dimensions of the majestic dome.
Secondly, a circle overlaid on the plan of the Hagia
Sofia inscribes an overall centralised geometry—and
in abstract geometric terms—illustrates a cross-in-
square layer within the plan. These are not literally
visible or experienced in the space itself, but their
presence infiltrates both the perception of the
space, and the embodied sense of the space. In
addition, the half-domes and their diagonally
oriented exedrae create a space that is layered and
three-dimensional relative to the orthogonal clarity
of the Renaissance churches. It can be argued that
the Hagia Sofia is an enriched spatial exploration,
maintaining poise through a geometric underlay,
but tending towards a more organic wholeness,
and therefore it is distinct from Renaissance
churches, where the geometric structure is far
more explicitly expressed (Fig. 8).
It is through such analysis that even the discus-
sions of Krautheimer and Mainstone can be seen
to acknowledge a quality beyond formal analysis.
The three-dimensional quality and complexity of
the space defies instant recognition of order, as
Krautheimer has observed about the design, ’At
first glance amorphous, it gradually falls into
shapes and the shapes fall into place’; he adds
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further: ‘The sequence of spatial shapes develops
both centrifugally around a middle axis and longi-
tudinally from the entrance bay to the apse.’21 In
his own introduction, Mainstone also notes the
‘immense interior of wide-spanning vaults and
subtly inter-penetrating spaces that has never been
surpassed’, and indeed calls the whole a ‘centralized
basilica’.22 The concept of the shape of space and
the intelligible placing of these shapes associates
Hagia Sofia with classical architecture. What is
ambiguous, however, is the way in which the
space is not strictly held by these boundaries.
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Figure 6. Circle and
square overlays
illustrating geometric
generation of the
section and plan.
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Krautheimer states that the spatial units ’all expand
beyond what seem to be their natural borders’, and
that ‘the form and interplay of spatial shapes is first
established, then denied.’23 When measured
against classical architecture, even by critics who
are positive in their judgement, it is interpreted at
some point as denying the ‘proper’ rules of classical
order.
If we consider hypothetically the more radical
proposition that the Hagia Sophia was an interior
essentially defined by a domed space, the architects
would have had to resolve this with the knowledge
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that a much larger church building would have only
been possible in the form of a basilica.24 Thus, in its
initial concept, the objective is reconfigured as a
combination of a basilica and a centralised domed
space. Then in the process of design and construc-
tion, a completely new type of space has been
created. The spatiality the building explored is
beyond its delineation through piers and walls—
the spatial order enjoins space with space—and
yet still resists total fusion (Fig. 9).
Light and surface
The Hagia Sofia offers an exemplary interior, not
only due to its immense and magnificent central
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Figure 8. Circle and
square overlays
illustrating geometric
generation of the plan.
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dome which envelops the interior space, but also
due to the way that natural light enters the building.
The light is refracted and reflected by the mosaic sur-
faces, an effect that produces enhanced radiance
and illumination of the interior. While a proper
interpretation of the mosaics is beyond this essay,
in all descriptions of the interior, light—whether as
‘myriad shafts of light’,25 or as the ‘flickering
contrast of light and shade’26—becomes the veil
which further clothes and thereby masks the
extent of the form, the structure or indeed the
shape of the space.27
Does our architectural obsession and preoccupa-
tion with light and its effects on interior space, as
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Figure 9. Spatial effect
of the dome: subtle
interpenetration of
spaces.
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prevalent in most masterful buildings, owe its
origins to the interior of Hagia Sofia? This is a big
claim, even though it does not go so far as to
suggest that architects literally refer to Hagia Sofia
in their processes of design. But Hagia Sofia was a
symbol of extraordinary beauty during the reign
of the Byzantine Empire for the best part of a
millennium, and it has been proposed that it
became a legend and a reference for a new wave
of church building in Western European countries
in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.28 In this
sense, the centrally planned churches of the Renais-
sance that Evans studies also owe their architectural
focus to Hagia Sofia. Even in its altered state, and
lacking much of the original golden mosaic surfaces,
the interior illumination is transporting. The Hagia
Sofia, not the Pantheon, creates an interior space
through brilliant illumination, and such a space is
perhaps still a subliminal reference in architecture.
Mainstone has explained that Hagia Sofia was
spared ruin or demolition because its architecture
mesmerised the young sultan, Mehmet II, who
became ruler of the Ottoman Empire and thus of
Constantinople.29 The building was duly adapted
to a new use as the Mosque of Aye Sofya and,
until the eighteenth century, its adaptation involved
little alteration: a mihrab and mimbar oriented
towards Mecca replaced the principal Christian
liturgical furnishings, while the construction of a tem-
porary wooden minaret was added and a crescent
replaced the cross over the dome. Many of the
mosaics in the vaults remained visible, and little was
done to cover even those of Christian iconography
until the eighteenth century. Hagia Sofia as Aye
Sofya Mosque remained a form of architecture that
was central to the new empire and it seems likely
that thiswas precisely because of its artistic splendour.
At various stages, structural and surface repairs were
undertaken, and later in the nineteenth century the
mosaics were covered over; but Mainstone suggests
this was for their protection against fanatical imams
rather than a manifestation of religious bias.
In 1935, under the new secularised Turkish govern-
ment of Ataturk, the Hagia Sofia became a museum,
bringing to an end almost fourteen hundred years of
use as a place of worship. Some of the elements,
such as the rich and warm prayer rugs covering the
floor have been removed, making the space seem
rather cold and, to an extent, less revered by the
groups of tourists who are now guided by brochures.
The great scale of the space and its luminous interior
has been said to ‘take one’s breath away’,30 a descrip-
tion appropriate to the idea of transcendental value in
architecture. For this is not only a religious or mystical
sensibility in which the human faculties are lost, but
precisely an interval of breath, a pause in one’s heart-
beat, such that all the dichotomies of rational
thought are suspended.
The architects
The architects of Hagia Sophia, Anthemios of Tralles
(an eccentric and famous mathematician) and Isi-
dorus of Miletus (a highly skilled scientist), were
not trained in the classical principles of architecture.
Mango suggests that their training on the Persian
front, led Justinian’s architects to a predilection for
bold Eastern forms.31 Their inventive double-shell
design comprises a somewhat fragile inner core of
piers, arches, domes, half-domes and conches,
and an outer structure of walls and buttresses.
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While historians praise the architects for their pre-
cision in laying out the complex plan, and marvel
at the unprecedented domed structure—which
not even skilled Byzantine architects could have cal-
culated—they tend to cringe somewhat when this
spills over into a ‘disregard for “classical” norms
that pervades’ the building, and when ‘within the
broad design guidelines of the overall design,
there is endless variation and improvisation – at
times even sloppiness’.32 In contrast, Krautheimer
argues that Anthemios and Isidorus were called
upon because of their theoretical knowledge in
statics and kinetics, and their mathematical imagin-
ation that could invent and produce a new type of
space at a great scale.33 Hagia Sofia was not strictly
a descendant of the classical tradition but, in intro-
ducing new ideas that referenced eastern traditions,
it was an architecture that marks the encounter
between differing traditions.
Many of the supposed ‘deviations’ from the clas-
sical orders are in fact details by which the architec-
ture rebalances the otherwise predominant east-
west basilica-style main axis. Detailing such as the
capitals and the golden mosaics (even in their
current diminished state) emphasise surface,
texture and fabric, extenuating the continuity of
space, and avoiding the expression of an architec-
tonics of structure: almost as if to do this would
be to make explicit the points of disconnection.
Hagia Sofia brings a ‘multiplicity into unity’, to para-
phrase Evans, one in which multiple balances of
columns, structure (sometimes designed outside a
strict classicism) and multiple centres and sym-
metries combine to produce atmospheric affects
beyond the classicism of ancient Greece and Rome.
Christianity and conflicts between Eastern and
Western histories
The people of the late-Roman world, looking for a
deeper faith, had often found themselves beckoned
by strange cults from the East and in this sense
Christianity was one such new mystery cult.34 Chris-
tianity had endowed interiority with a newmeaning,
associated with the interior of the self now linked to
the soul (see Figure 7 above). Hagia Sofia offered a
new notion of sacredness through the tangible
symbol of the Dome of Heaven, an image of the
ideal universe unified under a magnificent hemi-
sphere.35 While the physical dome envelops the
church, light radiates as if it comes from the struc-
ture itself, producing an interior that is both an
enclosure and yet also an expansion of space.
Evans claims that Italian Renaissance churches
resolve architecturally the dilemma between envel-
opment and emanation in Christian theology, and
the claim in this essay is that Hagia Sofia resolves
this dilemma similarly in relation to centrality.36
However, it is also argued here that Hagia Sofia is
even more magnificent, not because it is much
earlier, but because the geometry and spatial
impact of the dome intensify the sense of envelop-
ment, and because the refraction and reflection of
the gold mosaic lining and the emphasis on
surface rather than tectonics, intensify the feeling
of emanation. While late-Roman examples of inter-
iority such as the Baths of Caracalla (212–216AD)
preceded and might have influenced the design
of the Hagia Sofia, like the Pantheon also, such
edifices were about stature, solidity and massive
monumentality, not the grace that is so evident in
Hagia Sofia.
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The image conveyed by Hagia Sofia is that of an
expansion of space from the inside outwards; so
much so that the whole structure from the outside
appears as if it is about to burst. The exterior is a
shell that accommodates the creative effects of
the interior, an outcome of all its centrifugal and
centripetal forces, evident in the addition of but-
tresses. To look at the exterior is to gaze at a moun-
tainous accumulation that appears both to cluster
and to cascade, an image that is evident in many
Byzantine churches built later (Fig. 10). Located as
it is now, in the old centre of Istanbul and facing
the Blue Mosque, Hagia Sofia participates in an
ancient but ongoing conversation, articulated by
domes and minarets.
Significant for the relevance of Hagia Sofia is its
unique symbolisation of Christianity in the process
of entering a world stage: the new official religion
of the Roman Empire as it moved away from Rome
to Constantinople, its new Eastern capital.37 The
particular combination and subtle poise between
the longitudinal, central and vertical axes remains
evident in Byzantine churches to the present day,
with the apse and the iconostasis producing an east-
erly direction even in the most centralised plans.38 It is
perplexing that Mango,39 amongst other historians,
has pointed to the ‘singularity’ of Hagia Sofia,
stating that it had no antecedents, but also no
descendents, until the Ottoman mosques of the
sixteenth century: as if the ongoing production of
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Figure 10. Exterior of
Hagia Sofia illustrates
the expansion of space
from the inside
outwards (photograph
by Michal Lewi).
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Byzantine church architecture for a millennium and a
half may not be considered as being in the company
of descendants (Fig. 11). Questions about the
exchange of ideas between East and West, and the
location of Byzantine architectural history, surface in
this context. Three decades of postcolonial theory
since Edward Said’s book on Orientalism have
informed scholars and the general population about
the mechanisms that operate to preserve a dominant
and dominating western-centred narrative of history.
To consider Hagia Sofia as some sort of aberration is
to deny the study and intellectual work implicit in any
meaningful consideration of its context, sources,
references, influences and impact: indeed, its signifi-
cant and pivotal place in architectural history alone.
An historical chart comparing Byzantine and
Western (Latin) developments in the period from
530AD to the fifteenth century reveals a seeming
gap in western history, a space that has been
called the ‘Dark Ages’ and a time in which the
Byzantine Empire flourished, and when Constanti-
nople was known simply as ‘The City’. This did not
mean, however, that there could be no cross-
cultural exchange. In 1204 the Latin crusaders
attacked and looted Constantinople, and altered
Hagia Sofia, and their wholesale plunder may have
become the initial foundation of the Renaissance
in the west, in terms of material wealth, administra-
tive and organisational developments, as well as
cultural knowledge and artistic innovations. These
riches can be seen today in the treasury of
St. Mark’s Basilica in Venice rather than in Hagia
Sofia in Istanbul. A history of conflict, battle and
conquest—not one of similarity, continuity and
defence —ties Constantinople and the West.
The symbolism of Hagia Sofia has perhaps been
too alien for the Western scholar, so that where
there might have been historiography there is
instead a gap in the chart. Such a black spot in the
linear narrative of Western developments suggests
a different type of darkness: Hagia Sofia has been
elided from its proper place in architectural discourse
because it represents a form of innovation and origin
that is not strictly aligned with the western-centred
narrative. Its influence has consequently been under-
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Figure 11. Interiority
within Christianity:
interior of Sveti
Bogorodica (St
Bogorodica, Church of
the Mother of God),
Zavoj, Republic of
Macedonia
(photograph by the
Author).
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estimated. And yet, despite extensive repairs and
alterations during the nearly fifteen hundred years
of the Hagia Sophia’s existence, its architectural and
liturgical influence has been vast and enduring in
the Eastern Orthodox, Roman Catholic and Muslim
worlds. Hagia Sofia became the model for many of
the Ottoman mosques of Istanbul, such as that of
Suleiman (1550 –1557) designed by the great
Ottoman architect, Sinan.40
It may therefore appear surprising that the same
balance between longitudinal axis produced by the
apse and altar and centralised plan is evident in the
Renaissance churches that Evans has discussed.
Could it be that such churches built a millennium
later, like the Byzantine models, have a closer link
with Hagia Sofia than anything immediately preced-
ing their development? It is important here to refer
to San Vitale in Ravenna (534–545AD), the only
building outside of Constantinople that resembles
Justinian’s early churches.41 Furthermore, themargin-
ally earlier church of Sts Sergius and Bacchus (527–
536AD) in Constantinople has often been perceived
as a sister building to S. Vitale, and indeed has
been described as a precursor to Hagia Sofia, archi-
tecturally as well as historically, in the way that the
former, albeit an infinitely smaller church, ‘produces
a sense of noble spaciousness inside’.42 Associations
between these three buildings, and later Renaissance
churches, begin to suggest something of the larger
field of exchange that is beyond linear historiography
dominated by a western perspective.
Conclusion
The Hagia Sofia is either too fantastical or else
inferior in that it does not ‘properly’ measure up to
the classical orders. Architectural judgement takes
on surprisingly negative tones given the building
has for so long symbolised beauty in architecture.
Kostof argues that the immensity of this architecture
meant that ‘individuals count for nothing’, unlike
in classical buildings where ‘the architecture is
an extension of our limbs’.43 That it may offer
another type of beauty is not conceivable within
this aesthetic bias towards tectonics which is
founded on order as expressed through structure.
The balance and harmony within Hagia Sofia is not
made visible through structure and elements (its
limbs): these are perceived as divisive and contri-
buting to an appearance of parts and, thereby one
of disconnection. Rather, balance and harmony in
Hagia Sophia are attained through space and per-
meation (skin, depth and air). Ontological projection
and a sense of being are intensified. If Hagia Sofia is
to be recognised as a great building it is because
its architecture is able to induce an equal dose of
ultimate humility and expansive capacity.
The interior of Hagia Sofia does not place the indi-
vidual or man at the centre of its objectives. Renais-
sance centralised churches brought back the
question of man or God as being at the centre,
and architects struggled with this tension through
their transcriptions of ideal geometry, sometimes
with absurd results.44 The multiple centres of
Hagia Sofia, like the centralised churches of the
Renaissance, have the same objective, to suspend
this moment of crisis and conflict. Unlike the Renais-
sance churches, Hagia Sofia offers a balance and
harmony, more accurately described by Procopius,
rather than through the biased matrix of Western
history:
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Its breadth and length have been so fittingly pro-
portioned that it may rightly be said to be both
very long and unusually broad. And it exults in
an indescribable beauty. For it subtly combines
mass with harmony of proportions, having
neither excess nor deficiency . . .45
The spatial interior of Hagia Sofia acts as a medium
of devotion between self and another which lies
beyond the self.46 In this sense, the architecture of
Hagia Sofia brings into being a transcendence that
mediates between individuals, nature and the uni-
verse: a fictional moment, as Evans has stated, in
which all power, authority and division that went
into producing the church has been diffused.
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